Due to the shortage of rough impHcation in [4] ~ [6], rough set and rough implication operators are redefined by using interval structure in [7] , the shortages have been e improved. We have investigated the characteristics of the rough implication, and also point out that the good logic property of the rough implication in [7] . In this paper, we will study the algebraic properties of the rough implication in depth.
INTRODUCTION
Rough set theory, introduced by Zdzislaw Pawlak in the early 1980s ^^"^^ is a new mathematical tool to deal with many problems such as vagueness, uncertainty, incomplete data and reasoning. Now there are lots of papers about rough logic idea and its abroad application ^^~^^, but some rough implication operators exist defects, for instance, B^ ^> A'' = A^> B doesn't hold in [4] , A -^ A is not Theorem in [5, 6] , etc.. In order to eliminate those defects we redefine rough set system, and new rough operators such as intersection, union, complement and implication are expressed by using interval structure in [7] . The characteristics of this implication were investigated, and logic properties of rough implication were pointed out in [7] , Further, we will study the algebraic properties of the rough implication in this paper.
2.
ROUGH SET THEORY We get -X^-X<^-X_, where, Z^U and -Z is the complement of Z i n^. _ Fo£ each A' c ^, a rough set is a pair {X_,X). We denote the empty set cj) by<^,^) = (^,^), the universe set U by {U_,U) = {U,U) and the power set of U hy'^{u). The equivalent relation oftwo rough sets is defined by A = B if and only if A = B a n d^ = ^. Definition 2,3 The intersection of two rough sets A and B_is a rough set in approximate space, and is defined by AnB = {AnB, A nB), The union oftwo rough__set^is a rough set in approximate space, and is
The complement of ^4 is a rough set in approximate space, and is defined by
A'-= {-A-A), The pseudo complement of v4 is a rough set in approximate space, and is defined by A* = (-A,-A),
W h e r e X^U , ~X is the complement ofXin U. 
Theorem 2.4 Suppose A,B e ^(U), then

ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES OF ROUGH IMPLICATION
We redefine the implication operator in [7] , which to improve the shortage of rough implication in [4] ~ [6] . In this section, we will directly cite the definition implication operator -^ , and will investigate its algebraic properties. 
(-lu B_u (B n-Al-Au^)_; (2) A-^ B = ({-A u 5) n (-A u B)-A u B).
Proof. Theorem 3.3 is easy to be proved from (I). Proposition 3.4 Suppose (P,V,A,^ ,0,1) is called a boundary lattice which is inverse ordered involution, and -^ is rough implication operator, the following are satisfied:
(lA. [4] , i.e. the inversely negative proposition and original proposition are not equivalent, and A->A isn't Theorem in [5, 6] , etc... We redefine the rough intersection, rough union, rough complement and rough implication operator from the view of interval structure, which their relations and properties have been investigated in [7] . In this paper, we_study the algebraic properties of the rough implication in a deep way, and also point out that (P,V,A,^ ,0,1) is not lattice implicative algebra, but it is F/-algebra, because the formula (x^ y)-^ y = (y -^ x)-^ X doesn't hold.
l) <p-^(y/->ß) = y/->(p-^ß) (IA.2) ^->^ = 1 (IA.3) (p-^y/ ^y/"" ^(p"" (IA.4) ii (p -^y/ =y/ -^(p ^\, then (p=y/ (IA.5) (pwy/-^ß = {(p-^ß)A{y/^ß) (IA.6) (pAy/^ß = {(p-^ß)\/{y/-^ß) Proof. The formulas can be proved by Theorem 3.3 and (I).
Proof of {IAÄ) ^ -^ (y/ ^ ß) = cp' V(y/ -^ ß)v((p* A(y/ -^ ßY*) = (p'v(y/'vßv(y/* Aß'*))v((p* A(y/'vßv(y/*
